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Introduction
Finding a job is hard. For many students, it can feel like the
whole world is watching and waiting for them to make
something out of themselves. There is pressure from everywhere—friends, family, mentors, and from students themselves. For those students who embark on a career with an
education in the humanities or social sciences there can be
even more pressure because in many cases it can appear as
if there is no direct career path from that degree.
Try to recall a time when you were asked what you’re going
to do with your career, or what you can even do with your
degree. As a humanities or social science student, it’s not
always easy to come up with a reply. Ask around, and
many will be unsure of what exactly one can do with a
political science degree, or a fine arts degree. Without some
semblance of an education-to-career pathway, sentiments of
precarious employment prospects have the power to inflict
self-doubt and anxiety among many students; when so many
voices are telling you that your degree isn’t going to help
you get a job it can be incredibly difficult to persevere and
feel confident in your education and your abilities. Fortunately, perception does not always equal reality.
There are many, many careers students can enter into with
their humanities and social science degrees. To illustrate this
reality, the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance conducted a short interview series with four professionals who
graduated from humanities and social science programs
from Ontario universities and now have prosperous jobs.
In the following pages you will find out how they used their
degrees to get where they are today and how students can
do the same. These are four very different professions with
four very different stories, but it is our hope that students will
have two takeaways from each interview: being introduced
to a new career option or industry, and learning the steps
that could one day lead to a job for themselves.

Methodology
Interviewees were selected from professions that do not apear to have a direct link
between their education and job, such as how an engineering degree would logically
lead to a career as an engineer. This was done in order to illustrate the various possibilities for jobs as environmental studies or sociology; however, the jobs of the interviewees
do of course have elements related to their education, some more obvious than others.
These interviews are by no means meant to present an exhaustive list of the possible
professions students can enter into, but offer examples of what some of the options are.
Regrettably, due to time constraints and logistical complications, a wider field of participants could not be interviewed for this series. A possibility exists for students to take the
questions asked in this interview series and apply them personally to professionals in
other fields not covered in this project, such as in finance or communications, two popular and growing industries.
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The views and opinions expressed by the interviewees are each individual’s alone and do
not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of the other interviewees or of OUSA.

Occupation: Energy Consultant, Renewable Energy
Employer: City of Toronto
Education: Bachelor of Environmental Studies, UWaterloo

Dorothy Chao

HIGHLIGHTS
• To work in the environmental industry, try to pair your passion
for the environment with another interest or skill
• If you want to work for a municipality as a student,
apply for their summer programs
• Intangibles like perseverance and creativity matter in job
interviews
• You don’t necessarily need to have a degree in environmental
studies to work in the industry and make a difference

Justin: To start things off, would you mind telling us about your position and what a typical day
looks like for you?
Dorothy: I actually started at the City of Toronto five and a half years ago as a research analyst and that role has
developed into my current energy consulting position. What I actually do varies depending on the time of the year,
as there is an annual cycle. Typically we'll go through the exercises of identifying buildings where there are
opportunities for renewable energy projects. I help lead the process in terms of identifying the opportunities,
and after that I facilitate the process from opportunities to procurement. We work with our Purchasing Division
to structure the requests for proposals, the request for a quotation, the content, and scope of work. I help define
all that.
I also help oversee and coordinate the construction of our projects. We work closely with building operators and
various internal stakeholders. Simultaneously, I manage the financial components of these projects as well.
Anywhere ranging from developing business cases, negotiation with the vendors, and all the way through
to making sure that when the cheques arrive from the Ontario Feed-In Tariff program that we get the money
deposited correctly.

Justin: What steps did you take to get where you are now?
Dorothy: My education from the University of Waterloo formed the foundation of my career—it was an
environmental studies bachelor with the co-op option. As one of my co-op positions, I worked at the (provincial)
Ministry of Economic Development and Trade, and focused on renewable energy manufacturing in Ontario.
During my four-month term, I wrote a report on the state of the various renewable energy sectors at the time.
After I graduated, I was working at Brookfield Johnson’s Control, working on something somewhat related to my
job but at the time my title was administrative assistant, and that wasn't something I wanted to do forever. While I
was there, I was interested in working with the energy sustainability group so that I get some more related work
experience to what I actually studied.

While I was at my job, my supervisor from the previous co-op role at the Ministry actually forwarded me the
Research Analyst job posting for the City of Toronto, focused on renewable energy, because he figured that I’d
be interested as it related to my work term report. I applied online, thinking I probably will never hear back,
but I got lucky.
I was invited to an interview. I didn't have any renewable energy experience whatsoever at the time. Even now
when I reflect back, it’s hard to believe that I managed to secure this opportunity.
During the interview with the City of Toronto, in my case, I was provided with a list of questions in front of me.
It was very helpful that I was able to review the questions ahead of time and jot down a few points.
When I was stuck at a particular question, I didn't give up, and I showed persistence in coming back to the
question after the fact. Just to be personable and able to conduct yourself in a professional manner, I think that
helped a lot; just trying to cater your previous work experience that might not be perfectly matched, to somehow
make it fit. Being personable and persistent was a positive thing during the interview.

Justin: How do you think your university degree, the education
itself, helped prepare you to go on this profession?
Dorothy: Luckily, my degree prepared me very well for the roles I’ve been in.
My degree included courses covering a range of business related topics,
such as financial accounting, economics, marketing, etc. In addition, it was
coupled with a renewable energy course and a number of other environmental courses.
The core of my job is to reduce our impact on the environment. However, I
think if I had studied environmental studies without the business classes, I
may not be able to apply the skills I’ve developed to help the environment. I
apply the skills I’ve learned from the business courses through developing
business cases and financial analysis.

Justin: Are there any specific skills, intangible or technical, that
you have that make you so good at your position?
Dorothy: Being charismatic and personable so that you can build professional
relationships where people want to work with you is very important. We depend on people in
various roles to get you through the day, so you need to be that person who can work with everyone and they would want to work with you. Clear and concise writing/communication skills are also
very important. Being able to write punctual and concise professional emails, for example. Also,
Microsoft Excel of course.

Justin: If someone wants work in the environmental industry, is a degree in environmental
studies necessary?

Dorothy: Actually everyone we've worked with has had different degrees. My supervisor, he has a master
in economics. Our engineer is an electrical engineer. We often work with structural engineers. Our business
transformation consultant has a chemical engineering degree. We've worked with someone with a political
science background as well.
We have a planner in our group, an urban planner, because a lot of the work that we do impacts buildings,
and ultimately the new buildings that get approved come from the planning department.
In a way you need a holistic view, thinking about neighbourhoods of buildings and every aspect of buildings,
and how you integrate solar into that. Environmental studies is not necessarily the degree you must have.

Justin: What can students do to break into the municipal government scene?
Dorothy: Sign up as a student. The City is great at giving students opportunities. We just hired quite a few
in our division. They're usually students or recent graduates. The City also hires through Career Edge. They
are a firm who pre-screens either newcomers or recent graduates. We hire through that program directly
sometimes. There are definitely a lot of undergraduate and new grad opportunities at the city, every summer.
Once you obtain a position as a summer student, you usually get invited again the following summer terms to
apply again.

Justin: To a student who is in their second year now or are just about to graduate,
what advice would you give them in terms of getting a job like yours?
Dorothy: The key is to figure out what your specialty or interest is, even though you may not be great at it
yet. Being able to network with people while helping them keep you in mind for specific things. As a
student, when you’re networking, you should try to communicate what your interests are, or key things that
could help people trigger their memory of you.
Emerging Leaders in Solar Energy (ELSE), that's another good first stop,
just to have people like ourselves to bridge that gap. Know where to go,
who to talk to, and having something that people can remember you for.

Occupation: Policy and Research Analyst
Employer: Hamilton Chamber of Commerce
Education: Bachelor of Arts in Political Science & Sociology, McMaster

HIGHLIGHTS

Huzaifa Saeed

• Brand and market yourself in all professional settings
• Every company can use students with political science backgrounds, especially in communications and public relations
• Confidence is the most important attribute you need when
applying for a job that represents members of a certain group
• You must be able to communicate your knowledge of politics
and policy in a tangible way for potential employers

Justin: What does your role entail and what does a typical day look like for you?
Huzaifa: The role was created from scratch by the incoming CEO in 2013. In Hamilton we have big
ambitions for city building, for supporting our members and the CEO had those [same ambitions].
In a way, it [the Chamber] syntheses their [members’] collective goals then converts it into advocacy at
all three levels of government. Locally it's done at the municipal level with city hall. Then provincially we
work with other chambers across Ontario to advocate to the provincial government and then vice versa
with the federal government with the Canadian Chamber of Commerce.
The job entails supporting every single sector in the local economy. That includes creative industries,
not-for-profits, life sciences, manufacturing, infrastructure, you name it. We do a lot of work guiding
them on how to start a business, how to make a business more successful. My role in that is to interpret
legislation, give them business intelligence on what the latest trends are and what the latest government
regulations are.
It also involves a lot of social media work and other functions of the chamber. I, as a not-for-profit staff
member, also have to support those. It's networking events. I help set up and take down those. Mixers.
Any of our peer-to-peer groups. For sales, for human resources, I also provide any support they need for
that.

Justin: From your LinkedIn profile it appears as if you made the transition into your new
job straight from your internship with OUSA, which is very neat. How did that work?
Huzaifa: I'll take it a step back. Before my OUSA internship I worked for a year for the McMaster
Students Union (MSU). I was their Vice President Education. Out of the many portfolios that you do with
the students union, one thing that was a personal focus for me was municipal relations.

I actually spent a lot of time building a significant network at city hall with economic development, with
transportation. I had been actively leading efforts to improve the state of student entrepreneurship on
campus and had connected with various community organizations. I was doing a lot of these activities
while I was a student. I was on a bunch of task forces that had to do with community engagement.
When I graduated, the internship I applied for (the OUSA internship) toward the end of my term, I got
it…that was my first and foremost passion: post-secondary education policy. I thought I was going to
have a career in it. This opportunity (with the chamber) almost came along in the middle of the
summer. As I said at the start of the interview, the CEO created the role but he said, because this role
hasn't existed before, instead of just going on job boards, which he did, he also asked folks in the
community for references. He said, here's a new role, this will require a very unique person who can
almost be entrepreneurial in nature with having to build this entire advocacy and policy office from
scratch.
In those conversations, as I heard later, my name came
up a few times, including with his former colleague at
Innovation Factory (a not-for-profit regional innovation
centre located in Hamilton). That's where my current
boss, the CEO, was coming from. I had never met him
before. I heard his name from someone who worked
under him who I’d met at McMaster on a few activities
and then I kept in touch with that person for various
projects while I was in the MSU.
It didn't work the way a typical job application works where you go on job board and you upload
your resume and they call you in. I think my CEO realized that's not the most effective method to get
the best candidates, so he used a combination of both online postings as well as local networks.

Justin: How do you feel your university degree prepared you or led you to this job, or
do you feel that it didn't really help lead you here?
Huzaifa: I'm pretty confident with where I am, I don't feel like anything in my academic career held
me back, based on any successes I've had in my career. I don't really buy the fact that any other
degree would have better prepared me for this. When I met people out in the community the first few
months they always assumed I had an MBA or I had a bachelor in commerce because A) it's the
chamber of commerce and B) somehow I was able to speak in their lingo. I was able to speak in
different lingos, in different communities. When I was talking to business owners I completely understood what a business plan was, what a marketing plan was, content marketing. All those things that
they presume a business candidate knows.
I think part of it is that I truly believe my two degrees when mixed together, sociology and political
science, actually gave me a huge advantage in this specific role.
I think it's because there was a lot of freedom in the courses you took on what kind of projects you
wanted to pursue and for your essays, for your capstone projects. An example I would say is a class in
public policy, which is very relevant to this role, they probably gave you a list of recommended topics,

10 of them, to a small seminar and maybe you can go work on nuclear energy, maybe you can go
work on international trade. Do something like that.
The political science courses I took were, or what the crux of what's been taught to me is, who are the
players that matter in an ecosystem. The citizens, not-for-profits, government officials, media, all
those things were the core lessons. They were very, very relevant to my understanding of what the
motivations of people are, what the motivations of government are, and what do I need to do to
position Hamilton and our members and our businesses in the right area, in the eyes of all kinds of
government.
I think had I just taken political science maybe I would have struggled a bit. I was glad I ended up not
dropping sociology as my second major even though people suggested I should. I think inherently it
really helped me understand the consumer behavior.
Justin: What are

some of those jobs
outside of the public
sector for political
science students and
how can they best
break into those
professions?

Huzaifa: Many firms are looking for in-house political communications and government relations folks.
The bigger firms, mostly in the bigger cities, like Google, CN (Canadian National Railway), Air
Canada, Porter Airlines, they all have government relations staff members. In Hamilton, the health
science hospital has a full unit of public relations and communications. Dofasco, our big steel firm,
they have four or five people in there.
If the political scientists can get away from that tag and that title for themselves and see themselves
more as communicators…even if they are doing policy and research, the policy needs to be communicated in a very different way.

Justin: If a student or graduate was applying to this kind of job, are there any specific
personality traits that students should convey when they apply?
Huzaifa: The biggest thing is confidence. I think for us the relevance is our ability to take the dizzying
amount of information in the world, dizzying amount of data in the world, and be able to confidently
say to any stakeholder or any member, any client, that you understand how the world works. That's
how I can summarize it in one sentence. If someone were to take over this role, I think that's the quality
I would recommend to my CEO. You need to look for that person. Someone can be an MBA straight
out of school, someone could be a masters or PhD in academia and they can be very skilled at reading journal articles and writing. They can be very skilled at these hard attributes, but if they're not able
to communicate and project themselves in a certain way and they're not
able to wheel and deal with understanding the motivations of different
players in the ecosystem and what they want and what they don't want,
it's not going to work.

Occupation: Careers Officer
Employer: University of Toronto Mississauga
Education: BA in French and Sociology, U of T Scarborough

HIGHLIGHTS

Natasha Walli

•Try to improve yourself with as many on-campus activities as
possible to increase your exposure to potential employers.
• Approach your career centre for employment opportunities.
• One quality application is better than sending out many, or
rushed, lower quality applications.
•You don’t always need work experience, but you need to be
able to convery what experiences you do have to potential
employers.

Justin: You are a careers officer now, but you started off as an employment advisor.
Would you speak a little bit about that position?
Natasha: That position was mainly working with students one-on-one and in group facilitated sessions
on career development, so covering anything from resumes, cover letters, interviews, LinkedIn. Part of
what I do now is the employment advisor role at the Career Centre. You're working with students from
the whole university from first year to fourth year in an advising role. I think that is a fairly entry-level
role.

Justin: How can students get into that job?
As long as students have experience dealing with students, I think that's the most important thing. Any
kind of advising experience, any kind of mentoring experience would be extremely valuable because
you've developed those very specific advising skills to help you in that role. Additionally, there was a
lot of public speaking involved with that position, so I had to do a lot of sessions and workshops. So if
you can develop presentation skills and public speaking skills, the combination of that one-on-one
experience working with people as well as presentation skills would be an asset for the employment
advising position.

Justin: Would you mind telling us what a typical day looks like for you?
Natasha: My position is all encompassing you could say. On the one hand I work with students
one-on-one and in groups, so I look at the student facing side, just prepping them for their career
development and their job search to follow. I work with students who are already in our management
program, so second year, third year, fourth year and sometimes even recent graduates.

Like I mentioned, I do one-on-one appointments and group sessions. This could be on anything from
how to nail an interview to résumé and cover letters to LinkedIn profiles, how to use Twitter for your
job search, so really a whole gamut of topics to get you employment ready and even do a little bit of
career exploration. Secondly, I do the employer facing side as well, so employer and corporate
engagement. I liaise and I connect with different employers to see if we can work with them on any
recruitment activities.
Then subsequently, there’s a little bit of event planning as well, because once they're here we plan events.
Whether it's conferences, panels, or employer information sessions, I do a lot of event planning in addition to that. Then finally, I also work on our internship course and work with the professor on the course
that we offer to our fourth year students.

Justin: How would you say you ended up in
this position?
Natasha: My friend and I were just walking around
campus at Scarborough (University of Toronto),
either the first week of school or the week before
school started and I saw a posting at the Career
Centre for a front desk career support person. It
was a work-study position, so very part-time. I
applied for it and I got it for all four years of my
undergrad. That's where I realized, “Hey this is
really neat.”

Now, at the time, the only positions that were
available after graduation were either on the
administrative side or career counseling side, which
needed a master's degree, and I didn't have that. It
really an option for me to pursue once I graduated, but that experience really helped me get my first
full-time job after graduation, which was in nonprofits.
I was working with community organizations that helped people look for work. I worked with anyone,
especially newcomers because of the area that I was in, newcomers looking for jobs on these same
topics, résumés, cover letters, job search strategies, settling in Canada. I transitioned for a little while into
settlement and working with the youth coming to Canada, so newcomer youth not just on the job search
but on other settlement topics too.
I think the combination of all of that, my experience working in a post-secondary setting, my experience
working with job seekers, even though they weren't students, and my experience in a youth program,
really molded nicely for the employment advisor position that I got at University of Toronto Mississauga
when I first started here.
That was new. When I first graduated such a position didn't exist. I worked with employment advising at
the Career Centre, where I was just doing that student facing stuff. That gave me a really good understanding of student needs, very specific issues that students who are searching for jobs have. Then
through networking and of course applying for the position, this new opportunity landed in front of me
and I applied for it.

Justin: In your opinion, when students are looking for jobs, is there anything that
trumps prior work experience?
Natasha: What I find working with students is that they get mistaken thinking: “I don't have work
experience” and it's not necessarily paid work experience that you need. What it is, is that you need
to have experience. You need to have a way you can say you've proven your skills.
I think any kind of experience where you're developing the skills that a particular employer is looking for is king, whether it's paid or not. I'm not saying it's going to trump it, but it's equivalent to
that. I think that's where students get mistaken.
First you need to start on the opposite end. What is the employer looking for? What kind of skills
and experience are they looking for? How can you develop that while you're in your undergrad?
How can you develop those skills? It doesn't have to be in that exact work environment.
If you're looking for an accounting position, it doesn't have to be analytical skills in an accounting
environment. It can be analytical skills in any kind of environment, as long as you can prove to the
employer that it's transferable. I think students need to be developing their transferable skills right
from second year or as early as possible. I think they need to be making a note of those. They need
to be building on those.
Then second is yes, you get that experience, and then you have to communicate that to the employer.
That's the challenge. Sometimes employers won't realize it right away - you really have to do a
good job of that in your résumé, your cover letter, and in your interview.

Justin: Are there common mistakes that students are making that you're seeing a lot
of? How can they be corrected?
Natasha: I think you need to have an idea of your target earlier on. Students sometimes think about
their job search in the fourth year. I'm not saying that that's too late, but in order to get ahead of the
game and to develop those skills and get key experience as early as possible, think about it from
your first or second year. I think students who do that definitely have an advantage.
…(also) specifically tailoring your résumé and your cover letter and your interview for every single
position that you're applying for, I don't think students realize what an impact that makes. That's
definitely another thing: that they might be sending out ten résumés a day or twenty five résumés a
week and it might be just changing the name of the company on their cover letter and that's it. That's
simply where they're getting lost. It's a lot better to focus on quality than quantity. I always tell
students, it's better to send out one strong tailored application for a specific position, than sending
out ten in one day.

Justin: For students who are graduating now, what advice would you give them to get
into your position?
Natasha: They would need some experience working with students. Definitely some work experience
working with people who are looking for jobs. Again to kind of balance that out, a career practitioner diploma will give you that knowledge.
I had that (experience) in my undergrad, right? I got that experience working in careers as well as
working with students at the Career Centre, which helped me and kind of made up for the fact that I
didn't have that diploma. If you don't have the (experience), that diploma is very helpful.

What I would say is if you're interested in getting into a university (workplace) period, even in a role
like this, get involved as much as you can during undergrad with experiences, leadership positions,
extracurricular activities, and work-study positions like I did. That will count as real experience
working in a post-secondary setting, working with students. I think that would be very valuable. As
much as you can kind of do that in your undergrad, the better.
Also, career centres do offer the opportunity to get involved. Even when I graduated, I used to come
back all the time as an alumni speaker and I would speak to students on various job search topics.
Just based on my experience, like how did I get in, how is my career going,
just giving advice on panels, things like that. Do that. Give back and stay
connected to the university as much as you can.

Occupation: Ticket Operations Coordinator
Employer: Toronto Symphony Orchestra
Education: Bachelor of Fine Arts, Theatre Technical Production, Ryerson

HIGHLIGHTS
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Anastassia Lavrinenko

• There are many ways of working in the arts industry besides
being an artist - there’s operations, finance, marketing, etc.
• Be proactive in reaching out to people in the industry and
ask them questions to make early connections
• Taking classes in other fields in addition to arts courses can
help expose you to different aspects of the industry
• Sometimes the best way to get a job is to apply online

Justin: You have very cool job title: "Ticketing Operations Coordinator". What exactly does
that position entail and what is a typical day like for you?
Anastassia: Basically, we deal with all of the ticketing. When patrons call in to order tickets, we have a
database that we work with where we do all of the bills. We built in all of the prices, all the price types, the
packages, the subscription packages, the tickets, anything that you can think of. When you go online for
something like Ticketmaster, for example, to buy a ticket to a concert, that's similar to what we do.
We have a big season. We have a lot of concerts in one season, so it's a lot of maintenance. Day-to-day,
for me, personally, it's maintaining inventory, is there enough inventory to go on sale online, making sure
the prices are working correctly, if there's any troubleshooting that needs to be done ... When we launch
our season, that's a lot of work for us, because we have to put all of that together, building special offers,
any special offers that are out there: for example, “use this promo code to get this special price.”

Justin: You directly applied for the job you have now, correct?
Anastassia: Exactly, yes. The way I got the job application was actually through an old colleague of mine
from my first job. It was a bit of a connection, but she didn't have any connection to the Toronto Symphony
Orchestra (TSO), so she really just forwarded me the job application.

Justin: In your case, what was most effective in directly landing a job?
Anastassia: For me, honestly, and I feel like luck had a lot to do with it, but over the summer after I graduated I was just looking online. I was asking my instructors too about resources and where to look for those
specific types of jobs. I was just sending out applications, and I do think what was helpful was that theatre
production was my degree, and I think that's what stood out. That might have helped me land it over
somebody who is coming from a different type of background.

Justin: How do you feel that your university degree prepared you or led you to this kind
of profession.
Anastassia: The program that I was in at Ryerson University, is very hands-on. A lot of my classes had
something to do with theatre, whether it was theory, like art history, for example, or drafting, or if it
was really hands-on you actually got to work on shows. A lot of the professors and the instructors are a
part of the industry, so they work in theatre organizations and for theatre companies.
I think that hands-on experience specifically helped me. Like I said, I was doing box office in school for
school credit. That's what sort of helped me learn to deal with theatre patrons. The ticketing system that
we worked on at Ryerson was very basic, but that sort of gave me a bit of guidance of how other
similar software and databases can work.
It was more of the hands-on experience, and with a program like that, it's all about making connections too and putting your name out there and getting to know people and having good relationships
with them.

Justin: What skills would you say make you a good fit for a job like this?
Anastassia: There are a lot of transferable skills like attention to
detail and constant problem solving. I think a background in
theatre is important because you're dealing with a specific
industry.
Also, it's a not-for-profit I work for. That's also a bit of a different environment. It is really helpful to sort of know how those
things work and to be familiar with the industry. I think for my
job now, it's a bit more technical because I work in a database,
so it's a lot of looking in the computer all day and
kind of finding the missing links or working with numbers and
things like that. It's kind of a combination, I think.

Justin: I think it's sometimes difficult for students to visualize a career in the arts besides
being an artist. What are some of the most effective ways of breaking into the industry
in ways other than being an artist?
Anastassia: Things like marketing; we have a marketing department. We have a fundraising department. Fundraising especially, that's all about talking to people and approaching them. Public relations. Again, marketing, so figuring out what ads go where, whom to contact. Those are really skills
that you can apply anywhere, including in the arts.
Even finance departments, or patron services, like a customer service representative. That's all also
about working with people. For example, I did retail when I was in high school. I think many, many
people have worked in retail, and those are the skills that you can bring into a theatre
environment too, whether it's working backstage or at front of house and helping people out.

Also, production management, so coordinating the artists and programming. If you are into art, but
you are not necessarily an artist, but you know a lot about art, whether it's music or theatre or plays
or dance, those are all the things that you can do. You don't have to be on stage. Absolutely
not. There are many more things to be done backstage than onstage, and also in the office.
It's funny because a lot of people, (when talking to them) I say I work at the TSO, and automatically
they ask what instrumentI play. I do not play an instrument. That's people's assumption,
that, "Oh, you're in the arts, you must be on stage.”
Advice I would also give is to contact people, like even go on websites of arts organizations and look
at the contact lists and see what the job titles are and contact that person and say, "Hey, what do you
do, and what does your day-to-day look like?" The possibilities are endless.

Justin: Would you say that there are any specific
personality traits that are vital to you doing your
job, or, alternatively, some personality traits that
graduates should try to convey when they apply
for a similar job like this?
Anastassia: I think definitely just working with people.
It's really a teamwork kind of environment. You're all
working. Whenever you're in theatre or doing any sort
of live performance, even a concert or a fashion show,
it's really that you're all working towards a common
goal, so I think it's really important to work with people
and to kind of know how people like to be interacted
with as well and kind of work with that; just working
with different personalities.

Justin: Generally speaking, what advice would
you have for students who want a similar job to
you?
Anastassia: I think it's all about connections. I think I got
really good resources at school in terms of the hands-on work, any sort of material like books or
documents that are sort of out there in the industry, but it's also all about being nice to people because
you never know when you're going to run into them again or work with them again.
Make connections and kind of put yourself out there, because especially when you're a student I think
it's a lot easier to make mistakes because you're in that safe school environment. I think people really
appreciate when you reach out and say, "Hey, I want to learn more about this.
Do you have a minute to talk about it?" Just be proactive that way.

Conclusion
In the introduction of this project we stated the obvious: finding a job is hard. Hopefully after
reading this interview series, students will find the prospect of it a little easier. Insights,
advice, and other useful findings from these interviews can directly aid students in relating
their degree to a potential job and creating pathways for themselves, or help graduates who
are currently on the job hunt secure that coveted first post-graduation position.
Of the themes discussed in this series, several stand out as the most illuminating and helpful:
There are many ways to get a job, as illustrated in these interviews. One interviewee positioned themselves for their job by weaving on-campus work experience into every single year
of their undergraduate career, another found work through effectively branding themselves
and networking in their local community, another lacked direct work experience but won
over their employer with their intangibles, and another did it the old fashioned way by
applying to an online advertisement. As this demonstrates, there is no “best way” for finding
a job, and students can all make their own path and follow it to success, whether that path is
straight on or follows a winding trail with lots of corners along the way.
Moreover, quite positively, each interviewee spoke highly of their education at Ontario universities and saw real value in their degrees. Three out of four interviewees said that their
degree was the right fit for preparing them for their careers and that the content they learned
was instrumental to doing their jobs. In the instance where the content was not as valuable,
the interviewee indicated that the transferable skills they learned from their courses were still
being used today.
Interviewees also shed light on what types of jobs are available in industries. When asking
them questions on this subject, it was the interviewer’s intention to discover how students can
work in industries such the arts without necessarily being an artist, or in politics without being
a politician. Fortunately what emerged from the interviews was exactly this: that students do
not necessarily need to be an artist to work in the arts industry; theatres, orchestras, and art
galleries, to name a few potential employers in the industry, all have some variations of
in-house finance, marketing, fundraising, and operations departments. In the same vein,
those with a passion for the environment and climate change can translate their passion into
a career in the industry by being able to tangibly contribute to the issue. By coupling their
passion for the environment with tangible skills like data analysis, writing and editing, marketing, planning, or accounting, students can simultaneously pursue their passion while finding a rewarding job in a field of their choosing. Similarly, for students interested in politics, it
could be useful to round out that expert knowledge of Canadian or international politics with
quantitative and qualitative research skills, a mastery of Microsoft Excel, and strong public
speaking abilities, for example.

By reading the interviews in this report, OUSA hopes that students will have gained a better
idea of some of the professions out there and a few of the ways they can pursue such a
career. We acknowledge that there are many different paths individuals take in life, particularly from their education into the workplace, and so in this interview series we wanted to
highlight four entirely different professions, four different individuals, four different types of
employers, and four different stories. Students have read about these individuals’ pathways
into the labour force, and now it’s time for students to start building their own. Maybe even
one day they’ll be interviewed about their own journey, and what steps they took to make the
leap from the classroom to the office.
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